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ABSTRACT

This paper extends to gray-scale the method proposed by Hildebrand and Rüegsegger for estimating thickness of
trabecular bone, which is the most used in trabecular bone research, where local thickness at a point is defined
as the diameter of the maximum inscribed ball that includes that point. The proposed extension takes advantage
of the equivalence between this method and the opening function computed for the granulometry generated by
the opening operation of mathematical morphology with ball-shaped structuring elements of different diameter.
The proposed extension (a) uses gray-scale instead of binary mathematical morphology, (b) uses all values of the
pattern spectrum of the granulometry instead of the maximum peak as used for binary images, (c) corrects bias
on local thickness estimations generated by partial volume effects, and (d) uses the gray-scale as a weighting
function for global thickness estimation. The proposed extension becomes equivalent to the original method
when it is applied to binary images. A new non-flat structuring element is also proposed in order to reduce the
discretization errors generated by traditional flat structuring elements. Translation invariance can be attained
by up-sampling the images through interpolation by a factor of two. Results for synthetic and real images show
that the quality of the measurements obtained through the original method strongly depends on the binarization
process, whereas the measurements obtained through the proposed extension do not. Consequently, the proposed
extension is more appropriate for images with limited resolution where binarization is not trivial.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Estimation of trabecular bone thickness has great relevance in bone research, since changes of this parameter
has been associated to osteoporosis1, 2 , osteoarthritis3 and changes on the mechanical competence of bone4, 5 .
Although it is not the case for arbitrary shapes, thickness can be unequivocally defined for two specific cases:
a) for plate-like objects, as the shortest distance between two parallel faces of the object, and b) for rod-like
objects, as the diameter of the object. Thus, thickness of trabecular bone can be estimated under the assumption
that it is a network of plate- and rod-like trabeculae.
The most widely used method for estimating thickness on segmented images was proposed by Hildebrand and
Rüegsegger (HR)6 . The method comprises three steps (cf. Figure 1). First, the medial axis and the Euclidean
distance transform are computed for the segmented trabecular bone. Second, local thickness is defined for every
point x inside the trabecular bone as the diameter of largest inscribed sphere centered at any point in the medial
axis that includes x. That is, the thickness for the image f at x, T h(f )(x), is estimated as:
T h(f )(x) = 2 max{t|x ∈ Bt (c), ∀Bt (c) ⊆ X},

(1)

where Bt (c) is a ball of radius t with its center at a point c which lies in the medial axis of the segmented
trabecular bone X. Finally, global thickness is estimated as the mean of the local thickness at every point inside
the object.
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Figure 1. HR computes the thickness at x as twice the radius t of the maximum inscribed sphere Bt (c) that includes x.

The main drawback of this method is that it has only been defined for binary images. Thus, a previous step
of binarization is required, since raw data are usually in gray-scale. For low quality images, this step can lead to
loss of relevant information. Unfortunately, this is usually the case for in vivo examinations of trabecular bone.
Two approaches have been followed for estimating thickness in gray-scale images. First, in7 , the computation
of the Euclidean distance transform was replaced by a fuzzy variant8 where distances are weighted by the
gray-scale values. However, this weighting can result in large underestimations of thickness. More recently,
an improvement of this method was proposed in9 . However, this method may also introduce large distortions
on the Euclidean distance. A second approach applied a Haar-like wavelet followed by a multiscale analysis10 .
However, the negative values present in mother wavelets make difficult the estimation of thickness for objects
with non-spherical shapes by applying this strategy. Instead, this paper explores a direct extension of HR using
the theory of granulometries of mathematical morphology11 .
Coeurjolly12 showed that the opening function of mathematical morphology computed with ball-shaped
structuring elements in binary images is equivalent to the first two steps of HR, that is, the opening function is
an equivalent alternative to compute the local thickness at every point of the object. The natural consequence
of this result is that HR can be extended to gray-scale images by applying the the same methodology using
gray-scale instead of binary mathematical morphology. Thus, the aim of this paper is to propose an accurate
method to compute HR for gray-scale images based on the equivalence between this method and the opening
function of mathematical morphology.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes some concepts from granulometries and mathematical
morphology. Section 3 introduces the proposed formulation for computing thickness in gray-scale. Section 4
deals with discretization issues of granulometries. Section 5 shows some experimental results. Finally, Section 6
discusses the obtained results and makes some final remarks.

2. CONTINUOUS GRANULOMETRIES
This section recalls some concepts related with continuous granulometries which are required by the method
presented in the next section. The theory of granulometries was originally introduced by Matheron11 to compute
size distributions of grains in digital images. Intuitively, a granulometry is analog to a sieving process with sieves
of different hole sizes, where the size of a grain is determined by the minimum size of the hole that sifts the grain.
More formally, let f and g be continuous functions and Ψt (f ) be a family of functions with a scale parameter
t ≥ 0. Ψt (f ) is a granulometry if and only if it complies with the following properties:13

Anti-extensivity:
Increasingness:
Idempotence:
Absorption:

Ψt (f )(x) ≤ f (x)

(2)

if f (x) ≤ g(x), ∀x , then
Ψt (f )(x) ≤ Ψt (g)(x),

(3)

Ψt (f ) = Ψt (Ψt (f )),

(4)

Ψt1 (Ψt2 (f )) = Ψt2 (Ψt1 (f ))
= Ψmax(t1 ,t2 ) (f ).

(5)

In addition, a granulometry is called Euclidean if
Ψt (T (f ))
Ψt (f )

= T (Ψt (f )),

(6)

=

(7)

St (Ψ1 (S1/t (f ))),

where T is a translation and St is a scaling of t14 .
The pattern spectrum of a granulometry is given by:
P St (f )(x) = Ψt (f )(x) − Ψt+∆t (f )(x),

(8)

where ∆t is a sampling parameter of the scale, which traditionally has been set to one.
The opening function, OF , is defined for binary functions as:
OF (f )(x) = max{t|x ∈ Ψt (f )}.

(9)

Alternatively, this function can be computed at every point by taking the scale at which the pattern spectrum
attains its maximum:
OF (f )(x) = arg max{P St (f )(x)}.
(10)
t

The latter formulation has the advantage that it can be applied both to binary and gray-scale functions. The
pattern spectrum can also be normalized by f (x) in order to get a probability density function15 .
The most used granulometry is generated by means of the opening operation of mathematical morphology
with convex structuring elements (SEs). The opening with respect to a SE, b, is given by:
f ◦ b = (f

b) ⊕ b,

(11)

where and ⊕ are the erosion and dilation morphological operations respectively. In gray-scale, these operations
are given by:
b)(x)

=

min[f (x + y) − b(y)],

(12)

(f ⊕ b)(x)

=

max[f (x + y) + b(y)].

(13)

(f

y

y

A relevant property is that these granulometries are Euclidean if f and b are continuous functions.

3. THICKNESS ESTIMATION IN GRAY-SCALE THROUGH GRANULOMETRIES
Granulometries with ball-shaped SEs are of special interest for thickness estimation. As already mentioned, twice
the opening function computed with openings with ball-shaped SEs of different sizes is equivalent to compute
local thickness through HR for binary images12 . Thus, the use of gray-scale mathematical morphology can be
used to estimate thickness in gray-scale with some modifications. This can better be seen through an example.
Figure 2 shows a 1D signal and the pattern spectrum at two different locations. This is an ideal rectangular
signal of thickness 4 with a simulated partial volume effect generated by a shift of 1/3 of a voxel. Intuitively,
the process of computing thickness in 1D can be divided into three steps. First, different boxes of different sizes
2t are moved along the signal in such a way that every tested box is completely enclosed by and is as close as
possible to the signal (see the dotted curves on Fig. 2). The resulting curves can be seen as approximations of
the original signal at different scales. Thanks to the anti-extensivity property, the gray-scale tends to be reduced
as the scale of the boxes is increased, as seen on the figure. Second, the pattern spectrum can be computed as
the reduction in the gray-scale between two subsequent scales through (8). For example, the pattern spectrum
at 2t = 4 corresponds to the difference between the red and blue dotted curves on Fig. 2. Finally, local thickness
is computed through (10). Instead of the boxes used in 1D, a set of disks and a set of balls of radius t are used
in 2D and 3D respectively.
The same example can be used to show two problems of applying the aforementioned methodology and our
proposed solution. The first problem is that, unlike the binary case, the pattern spectrum in gray-scale can have
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Figure 2. Left: opening of a 1D signal (in black) with balls of different sizes. Right: pattern spectrum at the two marked
locations in the signal (triangle and square). The signal simulates the partial volume effect from a shift of 1/3 of a voxel.

more than one peak. Figure 2 shows that the pattern spectrum at a specific location can attain the maximum
value at different scales (see the triangle). Consequently, it seems more appropriate to compute local thickness
as a combination of the values at the pattern spectrum rather than only considering the peak as in (10). The
second problem is that computing thickness through the opening function can lead to overestimations at edges,
since the values yielded by (10) do not depend on the local gray-scale. For example, the thickness estimated
using (10) at the square on Fig. 2 is 5. Assuming that the gray-scale values are generated by partial volume
effects, the result obtained through granulometry must be adjusted, considering that only a part of the voxel at
an edge belongs to the object. The correction can be performed by subtracting from the initial estimation the
percentage of voxel that does not belong to the object. Thus, the following proposed formula takes into account
the two aforementioned issues:
P
t P St (f )(x) M − f (x)
T h(f )(x) = 2 P
−
,
(14)
P St (f )(x)
M −m
with M and m being the maximum and minimum values of f respectively. The first term uses the pattern
spectrum as a weighting function of the radius t and the second term corrects bad estimations at edges generated
by partial volume effects. Notice that, since variations on the gray-scale can also be generated by noise, it is
necessary to preprocess the image in order to reduce the level of noise.
Furthermore, the pattern spectrum must be computed in the range of the expected thickness. In particular,
considering too large values of t is inconvenient, since it is expensive, and the pattern spectrum of remaining
noisy voxels will have peaks at large values of t, generating biases in the thickness estimation. This effect can be
avoided by stopping the estimation of the pattern spectrum when the morphological opening reduces the range
of values of the image to a certain percentage of the original range, which can be adjusted depending on the
remaining noise level. Moreover, considering too small values of t is also inconvenient, since the estimation of
thickness will be more exposed to discretization errors, as those described in6 .
A final aspect to consider is the integration of local estimations of thickness into a global measurement.
Considering that the estimations of local thickness at interior voxels are usually more accurate than at borders,
the gray-scale values can also be used as a weighting function for computing global thickness as:
P
f (x) T h(f )(x)
P
T h(f ) =
.
(15)
f (x)
The estimation of global thickness for the example on Fig. 2 by averaging the results of (10) is 3.6, 4.2 or 4.8,
and it is 3.33, 4.08 or 4.83 by using (10) and (15), where the different values are obtained depending on which
maximum is taken for the voxels at the marked triangle. In turn, the estimated thickness through (14) and (15)
is 4.08 and does not have any dependency.

4. DISCRETE IMPLEMENTATIONS OF GRANULOMETRIES
There are two additional implementation issues to consider when continuous granulometries are applied to discrete
data. In practice, morphological openings with ball-shaped SEs generate a granulometry only for continuous
functions f and b. Unfortunately, working implementations require discretizations that can lead to inaccuracies16 .
Thus, discretization is an important factor that has to be considered carefully. It is worth mentioning that the
problems described in this section also affect the accuracy of the HR method. The following subsections describe
the proposed solutions to the issues generated by the discretization of continuous granulometries.

4.1 Discretization of SEs
The first implementation issue is the discretization of a ball-shaped SEs. Let bt,c be the discretization of the
continuous ball Bt,c . Discrete flat SEs (i.e., SEs where bt,c (x) = 0 if x ∈ N , and −∞ otherwise, for a neighborhood
N ) have the advantage that the output of the openings only depend on the values of the image11 . Thus, the effect
of the SE in the opening is reduced to define a neighborhood in which the minimum and maximum operations
in (12) and (13) are applied. However, this type of SE is inconvenient for granulometric analysis, since the
approximation of ball-shaped SEs through flat SEs is poor. As a consequence, implementations with flat SEs
can lead to families of functions that do not generate granulometries17 .
An alternative to deal with this problem is the use of discrete non-flat SEs, in which the SE can take values
different from 0 and −∞. The design of this SE must consider that it must be as flat as possible in order to
reduce the dependency of the computations on the values of the SE, must be in agreement with the range of
gray-scale values in the image, and must ensure that the output remains in the original range of gray-scale values.
The following family of discrete non-flat SEs complies with these restrictions:

bt,c (x) =

(M − m) · [Vol (v(x) ∩ Bt,c ) − 1], if v(x) ∩ Bt,c 6= ∅
−∞,
otherwise,

(16)

where v is the voxel centered at x, and Vol stands for the volume. The volume of every voxel is assumed to
be equal to one. The proposed SE has some interesting properties. First, it is almost flat, except for a thin
annular region along the boundary of the ball where values vary from 0 to −(M − m). In consequence, most of
the advantageous properties of flat SEs are preserved. Second, the radius t can take fractional values, and not
only integer values. Third, bt,c can be easily translated to points c different from the origin. This facilitates the
estimations of thickness with subvoxel accuracy. Finally, bt,c is related to the volume of the ball. Indeed:
Z
V ol[v(x) ∩ Bt,c ]dx = V ol(Bt,c ) =
v(x)∩Bt,c 6=∅

4 3
πt ,
3

(17)

That means that an erosion (dilation) computes the minimum (maximum) value in a determined volume, where
values of bt,c different from 0 and −∞ are used to deal with partial volume effects.

4.2 Translation Invariance
The second implementation issue is related to translation invariance. Although granulometries with ball-shaped
SEs are translation-invariant for continuous functions, they are not for discrete implementations15 . That means
that, in general:
OF (T (f )) 6= T (OF (f ))
(18)
for a translation T . Nevertheless, the error induced by the non-translation invariance in the estimation of
thickness is limited. Thus, with some considerations, the estimation of thickness can be obtained with a small
error.
In order to show this point, an experiment with rectangular 1D signals of different sizes was conducted whose
results can also be extrapolated to higher dimensions. Instead of translating the signal and leaving the SE static,
the SE was translated around in the range of one unit, provided that the results of both procedures are equivalent
for testing the translation invariance of the estimations. Table 1 shows the range of the estimated thickness for

Table 1. Range of estimated thickness with subpixel accuracy (r) and maximum error (e) for 1D rectangular signals of
different sizes and different ∆t

∆t

4

0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0

r
2.0–4.0
2.0–4.5
2.5–4.0
2.5–4.0
2.5–4.0
2.0–4.0

5
e
2.0
2.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0

r
2.0–5.0
2.0–5.5
3.5–5.0
3.5–5.0
3.5–5.0
3.0–5.0

Size of the Rectangle
6
7
e
r
e
r
3.0 2.0–6.0 4.0 2.0–7.0
3.0 2.0–6.5 4.0 2.0–7.5
1.5 4.5–6.0 1.5 5.5–7.0
1.5 4.5–6.0 1.5 5.5–7.0
1.5 4.5–6.0 1.5 5.5–7.0
2.0 4.0–6.0 2.0 5.0–7.0

e
5.0
5.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0

Table 2. Thickness estimation (Th) for blurred bars of different thicknesses using HR
HR
Thickness
α=0
α=0.5
α=0.9
Th
error
Th
error
Th
error
5
10.93
118.6%
4.98
0.4%
2.99
40.2%
10
15.88
58.8%
9.95
0.5%
7.98
20.2%
20
25.71
28.6%
19.82
0.9%
17.85
10.8%

8
r
2.0–8.0
2.0–8.5
6.5–8.0
6.5–8.0
6.5–8.0
6.0–8.0

e
6.0
6.0
1.5
1.5
1.5
2.0

for three thresholds (α) and TG
TG
Th
4.61
9.89
19.67

error
7.8%
1.1%
1.7%

different 1D signals with known thickness for c of bt,c varying from -0.5 to 0.5 with a step of 0.05. In addition,
the table shows the results for different values of ∆t, which is the parameter in (8).
As seen on the table, small values of ∆t are inconvenient, since the pattern spectrum can attain maxima at
different values of t and the estimations are more exposed to discretization errors. On the other hand, large values
of ∆t are also inconvenient, since the range of estimated thickness is expanded, leading to a loss in accuracy.
The best results are obtained for the range 1.5 ≤ ∆t ≤ 2.5. For these values, the estimation of thickness at one
specific location is accurate with a maximum error of 1.5 units.
This means that, e.g., if ∆t = 2, the thickness estimation at one specific location inside the voxel (e.g., the
center of the voxel) using a specific c for bt,c (e.g., the origin) can be used as a representative thickness estimation
for all the points inside the voxel with a maximum error of 1.5 units. The consequence of this finding is that, the
computation of local thickness with subvoxel accuracy can be avoided in applications where an error of 1.5 units is
affordable for ∆t = 2. Estimations of thickness with a smaller error can still be obtained by computing thickness
in up-sampled versions of the image by a factor of two obtained through interpolation. This up-sampling has
been applied in Sect. 5, since the resolution of the tested images was rather limited.
Finally, it is important to remark that current methods that make use of partial differential equation- (PDE)
based mathematical morphology18, 19 are inconvenient for granulometric analysis, since they usually shift the
range of gray-scale values, which has a direct impact on the estimation of the pattern spectrum, and have
problems dealing with critical points where sections of evolving curves are close to each other.

5. RESULTS
Experiments have been conducted on synthetic models and images acquired through micro computed tomography
(µCT) and cone beam computed tomography (CBCT).
A first experiment has been designed to compare HR with the proposed method, referred to as TG (thickness
through granulometry). Thickness for blurred versions of 2D bars of different sizes have been computed. These
bars have been blurred with a Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of one. Parameter ∆t has been set to
2. Table 2 compares the results of HR for three different thresholds (α) with the results yielded by TG through
(15). In order to make a fair comparison, the proposed improvements to deal with discretization errors of Sect.
4 have been applied to both HR and TG. As can be seen, the results yielded by HR strongly depend on the
threshold. In contrast, TG is able to yield values close to the ground-truth without binarization. Thus, TG is
more appropriate for images where the segmentation process is not trivial. As aforementioned, both methods
are equivalent for binary images.
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Figure 3. (a,b): Slices of a µCT scan of a radius and a vertebra respectively. (c) Slice of a CBCT scan of a radius. (d-f):
Thickness distributions using HR and TG in 2D of the images (a-c) respectively.

Figure 3 shows 2D slices of a micro computed tomography (µCT) scan of a radius and a vertebra, and a slice
of a cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) scan of a radius, and their corresponding thickness distributions
computed in 2D through HR and TG. Figure 4 shows renderings of the same scans, and their corresponding
thickness distributions computed in 3D through HR and TG. The images have an isotropic resolution of 20µm
and 82µm for the µCT images of the radius and vertebra respectively, and 80µm for the CBCT image of the
radius. The images have been carefully segmented in order to compute HR. The processing for the tested images
has been stopped when the range of values is reduced to 25% of the original range in order to avoid biases
generated by noisy voxels (cf. Sect. 3).
Visual inspection shows that the thickness distributions computed through both methods are quite similar for
all images. Table 3 shows the global thicknesses computed through (15) for both methods. As can be seen, HR
and TG also yield similar values of global thickness with small absolute differences. The advantage of TG is that,
without segmentation, it yields similar estimations of thickness to the ones obtained through HR on carefully
segmented versions of the original images. Thus, TG is more convenient for images with limited resolution.

6. DISCUSSION
This paper has presented an extension of the HR method to estimate thickness in gray-scale. In addition to
the use of gray-scale mathematical morphology, the extension deals with specific issues of the use of gray-scale
and issues derived from the use of granulometries in discrete data in order to increase the accuracy of the
estimations. Results show that the measurements in binary yielded by HR strongly depend on the binarization
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Figure 4. (a,b): Renderings of a µCT scan of a radius and a vertebra respectively. (c) Rendering of a CBCT scan of a
radius. (d-f): Thickness distributions using HR and TG in 3D of the images (a-c) respectively.
Table 3. Global thickness computed for the images of Figs. 3 and 4.

Dataset
µCT radius
µCT vertebra
CBCT radius

HR (µm)
195.80
531.33
535.55

2D
TG (µm)
197.73
526.63
510.81

Abs. Diff. (%)
0.99
0.88
4.62

HR (µm)
142.41
350.80
400.82

3D
TG (µm)
140.68
355.03
397.67

Abs. Diff.(%)
1.21
1.21
0.79

process, whereas the proposed extension does not, making the latter more appropriate for images acquired in
vivo, where the segmentation process is not trivial.
Plans for future research include performing an extended validation of the proposed method including trabecular bone from more skeletal sites.
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